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Humans as center

Anti-center
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“Ecology teaches us that all life is bound into dynamic
and interrelated processes of codependency, Changes in
the effects produced by an individual or ecosystem in one
part of the planet can have significant effects somewhere
else... but the fact remains that everything is connected
to everything else, and if the environment is something always outside then we fail to realize the full codependency
and interactivity of things.”- J Corner
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Human as border
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Huma

Humans

Designed Habitats

Our Designed Habit

Allowed Ecolo

Allowed Ecology
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Claim

How can materiality and form suggest a symbiotic membrane?
How does one represent a stitch?
How can architecture materialize to aide biodiversity?
What are the site’s boundries (physical and imaginative)?
What positive effects (or negative) will biodiversity have on
the interface?
How would one stitch multivalent perspectives on the canvas (membrane)?
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Materialized, architecture could be considered as an interface that promotes and preserves biodiversity within a
site, as “all life is bound into dynamic and interrelated processes of codependency” J Corner. In addition, this thesis
posits that architecture as an interface may act representationally to raise awareness of the need to embrace biodiversity and to sustain humanity. In Greater Perfections,
Hunt suggests, “The garden will … be distinguished in various ways from the adjacent territories in which it is set …
it will be set apart by the greater extent, scope, and variety
of its design and internal organization”. Stitching elements
of its context, the architecture can act as a site for, and
symbol of, diverse communities.
Biodiversity Hot-spots (a region that has lost at least 70
% of its original natural vegetation, usually due to human
activity) as context may be the vehicle for design intervention. Architectures role in its context may be rendered as a
symbiotic interface between species and serve as a “landscape ... that invokes the functioning matrix of connective tissue that organizes not only objects and spaces, but
also the dynamic processes and events that move through
them.” A Wall.
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Logistics
Human Population Growth
Increased Consumption
Reduced resource Efficiency

Habitat Loss
Invasive Species
Over-Exploitation
Pollution
Climate Change

=
Biodiversity Loss

What are the objective truths Humans have defined when designing for biodiversity?
8
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Biodiversity in Design
Environmental Practitioner

Ecological Researcher

Designer
Environmental Practitioner

“The relationship between environmental consultants and
practitioners and ecological researchers is complicated.
One main difference is the focus on applied management
versus basic knowledge. This distinction is increasingly
blurred as more academic researchers participate in applied management and more applied managers incorporate research methods and monitoring. WHD ( Wildlife
Habitat Design) is indicated in red as a cross-disciplinary
practice.”- Alexander J. Felson
As Architects and Designers we need the knowledge of
biodiversity, restoration ecology and a habitat guide before we can implement landscape strategies and habitat
design.
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Design for Wildlife

Ecological Researcher

Zoo design , habitat design to foster
wildlife
Designer
Environmental Practitioner

Ranking habitat to guide
master planning for a
development as part of an
EIS (environmental impact
statement)
Restoration ecology,
fisheries science, species
introductions, invasive
control

Landscape ecology principles for design
restoration ecology
Ecological Researcher
Biodiversity studies, food
webs, niche partitioning,
manipulative experiments
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What is Biodiversity?
noun
1.
the variety of life in the world or in a particular habitat or
ecosystem.
Ecosystems

The Current state of the earth is understood that ecosystems, species, wild populations, local varieties and breeds
of domesticated plants and animals are shrinking, deteriorating or vanishing. The Variety of life is depleting which
in turn will affect our well-being and the environments well
being. The variety consists and are further stitched together by ecosystems, genetics and species.

Genetics

“There is growing scientific consensus, as reported in
an essay by Elizabeth Kolbert in the New Yorker, that we
are in the midst of the sixth great extinction in earth history—and the first caused by human activities. By some
estimates, as many as half of the earth’s species will be
gone by the end of this century. Humans are altering the
planet in profound ways, with extensive implications for
biodiversity.” - John Beardsley
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Species

The Taxonomy of Ecosystems
Deserts - barren area of landscape where little

Tundras - vast, flat, treeless Arctic region of

Temperate Rain Forest - coniferous or broad

Estuaries - partially enclosed coastal body

Continental Shelf - portion of a continent that

City - a large town, a constructed ecosystem.

Grasslands - areas where the vegetation is dom-

Savannah - a mixed woodland-grassland

Marine Mud Flats - coastal wetlands that form

Arctic Ice packs - the sea ice cover of the

Deep Sea- lowest layer in the ocean, existing

Inter-tidal Zones - the area above water level

Deciduous Forests - a variety of temperate

Taigas - are forests of dense evergreen trees

Steppes - a large area of flat unforested grass-

Prairies - a composition of grasses, herbs,

Wetlands - a distinct ecosystem that is flood-

Sub-tidal Zones - area is submerged most

precipitation occurs and, consequently, living conditions are hostile for plant and animal life. The lack of
vegetation exposes the unprotected surface of the
ground to the processes of denudation.
leaf forests that occur in the temperate zone and
receive heavy rainfall

is submerged under an area of relatively shallow water
known as a shelf sea.

inated by grasses. However, sedge and lush can also
be found along with variable proportions of legumes,
like clover, and other herbs.

in inter-tidal areas where sediments have been deposited by tides or rivers.

below the thermocline and above the seabed, at
a depth of 1000 fathoms or more.

forest dominated by trees that lose their leaves
each year. They are found in areas with warm
moist summers and cool winters.

land in southeastern Europe or Siberia.

ed by water, either permanently or seasonally.
The characteristic vegetation of aquatic plants,
adapted to the hydric soil are unique.

Tropical Rain Forest - rainforests that occur
in areas of tropical rainforest climate in which
there is no dry season. They are a hot, moist,
rich biome found near Earth’s equator.
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Europe, Asia, and North America in which the
subsoil is permanently frozen.

of brackish water with one or more rivers or
streams flowing into it, and with a free connection to the open sea.

ecosystem characterized by the trees being
sufficiently widely spaced so that the canopy
does not close.

Arctic Ocean and its vicinity. The Arctic ice pack
undergoes a regular seasonal cycle in which ice
melts in spring and summer.

at low tide and underwater at high tide.

that extend across North America, Europe, and
Asia. They are the world’s largest land biome.

and shrubs, rather than trees, as the dominant
vegetation type.

Deserts

Tundras

Temperate Rain Forest

Estuaries

Continental Shelf

City

Grasslands

Savannah

Marine Mud Flats

Arctic Ice packs

Deep Sea

Inter-tidal Zones

Deciduous Forests

Taigas

Steppes

Prairies

Wetlands

Sub-tidal Zones

Tropical Rain Forest

of the time, exposed briefly during extreme
low tides. This zone provides habitat to a large
diversity of plants and animals in contrast to the
other zones.

Key words Extracted - Unprotected Surface, Heavy, Submerged, Variety, Inter-, Layer, Temporality, Flat,
Submerged, Permanence, Biome, Enclosure, Boundary, Construct, Spaced, Canopy, Cover, Seasonal,
cycle, High tide, Low tide, Dense, Composition, Diversity.
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The Taxonomy of Ecosystems
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The Taxonomy of Animals

Mammals
Deer

Kangaroo

Walrus

Whale

Elephant

Rabbit

Bats

Human

Bear

Chicken

Falcon

Humming
Birds

Parrot

Ostrich

Owl

Penguin

Pigeon

Flamingo

Lizard

Sea turtle

Crocodile

Snake

Salmon

Seahorse

Sting Ray

Catfish

Eel

Shark

Starfish

Crab

Coral

Butterfly

Octopus

Spider

Birds

Reptiles

Fish

Invertebrates

Amphibians
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Toad

Salamander

Frog
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Mammals

Birds

Mammals are vertebrate animals in
which the young are nourished with milk
from special mammary glands of the
mother. Mammals are distinguished by
hair, although in many whales it has disappeared except in the fetal stage. Mature red blood cells (erythrocytes) in all
mammals lack a nucleus; all other vertebrates have nucleated red blood cells.

Birds are vertebrate animals adapted for
flight. Many can also run, jump, swim,
and dive. Birds are found worldwide and
in all habitats. Everything about the anatomy of a bird reflects its ability to fly. Birds
have a unique digestive system that allows them to eat when they can—usually
on the fly—and digest later. Even the way
a bird reproduces is related to flight. Instead of carrying the extra weight of developing young inside their bodies, they
lay eggs and incubate them in a nest.

Bats

20

Human

Bear

Chicken
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Falcon

Humming
Birds

Reptiles

Fish

Reptiles are thought to be the first vertebrates to live completely on land. But,
not all reptiles live only on land today.
They are cold-blooded, or ectothermic.
Lay eggs to reproduce. They have four
legs or descended from animals with four
legs. Their bodies are covered in scales
or scutes.

Fish are cold-blooded (ectothermic)
found in water biomes. They do not maintain a constant internal body temperature; instead, their temperature is greatly
influenced by their environment. True
fish have a backbone and fins. Most also
breathe with gills and have scales that
cover their bodies.

Lizard
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Sea turtle

Crocodile

Catfish
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Eel

Shark

Invertebrates

Amphibians

Invertebrates are animals that don’t have
a backbone. Over 90% of all species on
Earth are invertebrates. Molecular biology studies suggest that all invertebrates
evolved from a single invertebrate group.
Invertebrates have soft bodies because
they don’t have an internal skeleton (endoskeleton) for support. Instead, many
have structures on the outside (exoskeleton) that provide support and protection. In addition, invertebrates are
cold-blooded, meaning they can’t regulate their body temperature, so it changes depending on the environment. Invertebrates are incredibly diverse. They live
in fresh water, salt water, on land and as
parasites in other animals.

Amphibians are small vertebrates that
need water, or a moist environment, to
survive. They have special skin glands
that produce useful proteins. Some transport water, oxygen, and carbon dioxide
either into or out of the animal. Others
fight bacteria or fungal infections. And at
least one—in each species—is used for
defense. Amphibians are cold-blooded.
They require very specific living conditions. Too much sun can damage their
cells. Too much wind can dry their skin
and dehydrate the animal. As a result,
amphibians are the first to die off when
their habitats are disturbed or contaminated with chemicals like weed killers.
This is the main reason over half of all
frog species are in danger of extinction.

Starfish
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Crab

Toad

Coral
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Salamander

Frog

The Taxonomy of Botany

Complex structures, has xylem and
pholem, has roots, grows larger and newer in evolutionary timeline.

Vascular

Mosses

Small, non-vascular flowerless plants that typically form dense green clumps or mats, often in
damp or shady locations. Reproducing by means
of spores released from stalked capsules.

Liverworts

Are a division of non-vascular land plants. Like
mosses and hornworts, they have a gametophyte-dominant life cycle, in which cells of the
plant carry only a single set of genetic information.

Hornworts

Typically tall and thin in shape, and most hornworts only have a single large chloroplast (the
green organelle used to capture energy from sunlight) in each cell.

True Plants
Non Vascular
Small and simple structure, no xylem or
phloem, rhizoids instead of roots. Older
in evolutionary timline.

Ferns

Conifers

Flowering Plants

Note:

xylem and phloem facilitate the transport of water in plants.
gametophyte- one of the two alternating phases (that have distinct haploid sexual and diploid asexual stages) in the life cycle of plants and algae
organelle- a subcellular structure that has one or more specific jobs to perform in the cell, much like an organ does in the body.
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Plants that reproduce via spores and have neither seeds nor flowers. having specialized tissues
that conduct water and nutrients alows them to
grow larger than vascular plants.

tree that bears cones and needle-like or scale-like
leaves that are typically evergreen. Conifers are of
major importance as the source of softwood, and
also supply resins and turpentine. these trees are
also known as gymnosperms meaning meaning
“naked seeds”.

also known as Angiospermae are the most diverse group of land plants, angiosperms are
seed-producing plants. They are distinguished
from gymnosperms by characteristics including
flowers, endosperm within their seeds, and the
production of fruits that contain the seeds. Etymologically, angiosperm means a plant that produces seeds within an enclosure; in other words,
a fruiting plant.

Genes
noun
1.
(in informal use) a unit of heredity which is transferred
from a parent to offspring and is held to determine some
characteristic of the offspring.
2.
(in technical use) a distinct sequence of nucleotides forming part of a chromosome, the order of which determines
the order of monomers in a polypeptide or nucleic acid
molecule which a cell (or virus) may synthesize.
Genes are an important trait in ecosystems as it natural selection to increase or decrease frequency of alleles already
in the population. “Genetic variation is advantageous to a
population because it enables some individuals to adapt
to the environment while maintaining the survival of the
population.” - Boundless Biology

Technologies for controlling mosquito vectors based on genetic manipulation and the release of genetically modified mosquitoes (GMMs). Diagrams shows use of GMM to eradicate spread of disease.

Humans use this knowledge in numerous ways to alter
and heavily impact populations to aide our need for surplus ( farming and GMO’s for better crop and yield), health
(modifying mosquitoes to eradicate certain disease) and
economy ( cows genetically produced for our consumption).
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Pecking Orders

What is Nature? Are Humans Natural? Are there
zones of nature that divide coexistence?
30
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Human and “Natures” Realationship

na·ture
1.
the phenomena of the physical world collectively, including plants, animals, the landscape, and other features and
products of the earth, as opposed to humans or human
creations.

“Man is not only a dweller in nature, he
also transforms it. From the very beginning of his existence, and with increasing
intensity human society has adapted environing nature and made all kinds of incursions into it. An enormous amount of
human labour has been spent on transforming nature.” - Alexander Spirkin

Humans and nature’s trope has always been one of debate in the past. Now a consensus definition asks humans to reconsider their role into the matrix of nature
rather than oppose nature. However, humans have made
large environmental altercations affecting nature through
contributing to climate change, eradicating spices populations and habitat fragmentations to name the least. So
where do we place ourselves in nature ? And how have we
trasnformed the species classifications to our needs (and
should we change it back)?
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Teir List

Chance Historical Event
(Agriculture Revolution)

Humans Control Animals
and Plants

Exploitation of animals
and plants
Tear Zoo You tuber- Real biologist/gamer gives each animal a rating in terms of how
well they’d function as characters in a competitive video game

Economic Drive

Cultural prejudices
Note:

Control and Exploitation may (and should) be viewed as inverse, as some species have drastically benefited since the agricultural revolution.
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The Domesticated

The Tamed

A domestic animal is genetically determined to be tolerant of humans. An altered species that has adapted to Humans impact on nature.

A painting from an Egyptian grave, c.1200
BC: pair of oxen plowing the field.

Slaughter house containing mass numbers
of specialized species.

Mans best friend

Rats spawned for research and testing.

Domestication of Uighur Muslims in China

Pigeons used to be a big asset
during the wars, however now
are identified as pests, abandoned by humans.
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An individual wild animal, or wild animal born in captivity,
may be tamed—their behavior can be conditioned so they
grow accustomed to living alongside humans—but they
are not truly domesticated and remain genetically wild.

Sea world, killer whales (orcas) become a
form of entertainment in the amusement
park

P.T.Barnum and the circus as animals as
form of entertainment.
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Zoos, and the controlling nature of humans
placing animals in captivity to raise awareness of animal life.

Alligator in Florida walking across the golfcourse

The Domesticated

The domestic animal are not in treat of extinction, rather
are overpopulated in number, leading to major ethical and
ecological concerns. “Domesticated chickens and cattle
may well be an evolutionary success story, but they are
also among the most miserable creatures that ever lived”
- Y.N. Harari.

The Wild

The Wild organisms are free, unobstructed by the individual control and exploitation of humans, however face great
threats of Extinction through excessive hunting/ poaching, habitat fragmentation, and climate change. Wild organisms are the ones that can adapt to the human enviorments.

Animals prisoned to humans, as they sole genetic purpose was for humankind.
Summary for policy makers of the global assessment report on biodiversity and
ecosystem services Inrergovermental Science- Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services.
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Pets

National Photo Co. Woman holding cat. 1926. Prints & Photographs Division, Library of
Congress.

Domestication has been a fantastically successful evolutionary strategy, cats for example used this method for
evolutionary benefits “cheating” the system. This has allowed certain species to benefit largely compared to other
specialized species.
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Zones of Varriation Stiched in a Backyard

The Wild- residue or pockets of space that
exist between other human settlements becomes the ground for various fauna.
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The Fence - the border line that encloses
and divides property, becoming the highway / grid structure for small scale ecological movement. The fence benefits those
who are able to walk on it, and benefits the
humans as the wall prevents any large scale
pests to interrupt the garden.

The Garden - a controlled environment allowing for incoming ecology and designed
ecology to engage with each other.

43

The House - Humans allow pets and small
scale plants ( or large if they fit in the enclosure) to co exist in their built environment.
These are usually domesticated animals
that are genetically bred or naturally produced for humans.

The Experiments

How can we manipulate the uncontrolled force?
How to species react to bait? Can form be developed through living organisms?
44
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Sugar-water Experiment ( a bug’s life)

top view

close up
ii

I

i

iii

ii

i

Experiment date:

II
iii

10/20/2020

1300h

Location: Syracuse, NY

ii

i

iii

ii

i

iii

Materials:
I

.5 cup water
.5 cups sugar
24x24” straphmore paper
1 roll masking tape

II
I

i

ii

1400h

Weather:

ii

i
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iv
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iv
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ii

i

II
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52 °F over cast.

Humans

Our Designed Habitats

I

Description:

II

i

The goal of this experiment was to see how ants interact with a controlled
form made of food. I mixed the sugar with the water to create a solution, then
dispersed it on the paper. Every hour I would come to observe the new formations created by the ants and the wind. As time went by more ants were attracted by the sugar water. It was important to record how the ants worked together,
how they entered the paper, and how an uncontrollable factor (wind) might alter the terraform.
I

I

1500h
i

ii

iii

ii

iii

II
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II

III

iv

Our Designed Habitats

II

III
II

1600h

III

IV
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Allowed Ecology

III

Conclusion:

I

iv

Humans

Allowed Ecology
Our Designed Habitats

Humans

I

This was useful to understand how Insects create assembly to feed the
colony. It was interesting to have a species as a force that attracts a controlled variable. I initially did not take wind into consideration, but that goes
to say any experiment will have additional anomalies. I did not expect ants to
come, all I did was create form.
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Allowed Ecology
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Diagrams

Map
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Humans

Our Designed Habitats
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Allowed Ecology
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“Bird” Feeder Experiment ( a squirrel life)
Experiment date:

11/17/2020

Location: Santa Clara, California

Materials:
1 bird feeder
2 cups mixed nuts
1 motion capture camera

Weather:
71°F - 55 °F over cast.

Description:
The goal of this experiment was to see how birds interact with food provided by humans and to see how a manufactured products partake in the garden. By hanging the bird feeder, and filling it with 2 cups of nuts birds immediately are attracted to it. The experiment started at 1000h and ended at 1600h.
As birds started to fly in, squirrels also showed interest and attacked the bird
feeder. By placing the motion capture camera outside, it was able to capture
any sudden moments that take place on the bird feeder.

Conclusion:
This was useful to understand how birds attach themselves onto structures to retrieve food. It was also interesting to see rodents and how they climb
walls and fences to retrieve the food. Temperature also seemed to play a important role in outdoor experiments pertaining to animals. Warmer weather allows for more activity in the ecosystems. The “Bird” feeder could not control
the squirrels from eating the food.
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Mystery Box Experiment ( a who’s life)
Day 1

Experiment date: 11/17/2020 - 11/20/2020

Materials:

Day 2

S

1 ZARA clothing box 24”x16”
3 apple slices
1 Exacto cutting knife

Day 3

Weather:
M

34 °F - 29 °F Light snow. Fog. wind 8mph east on Tuesday.
29 °F Overcast. Wind 13 mph east on Wednesday.
54 °F Broken clouds. Wind 12 mph north east on Thursday
Expected weather 58 / 49 °F Sprinkles late. Increasing cloudiness.

54 °F wind 11 mph north

east.

Description:
The goal of this experiment was to see how different animals might interact with a
container of food in relation to the size of openings. Day 1 was the small opening. Using the
knife I made an opening 2.5” x 1” and inside the box was an apple slice. Day 2 at the same
time I dropped the box I recorded any changes, increased the size of the opening with the
knife 5” x 2” and replaced the old apple slice with a new one. Day 3 at the same time I
placed the box I again recorded any changes , increased the size of the opening to the face
of the box, and replaced the remaining of apple with a new apple slice. Day 4 final day, record any observations ( recieved at 11:30 instead of original time).

L

Day 4

Conclusion:
A night time video camera might be more useful to capture what might happen
during the scope of the day. I never saw the rodent, but from the indentations left on the
box and the absence of the apple slice I predict it must have been a squirrel or some other
rodent. My intention was not to attract rodents (initially), but it is important to consider all
life forms in an ecosystem when designing or studying animals.
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Obstacles Experiment ( a failed experiment)
Experiment date:

11/19/2020

placebo

1530h

Materials:
4 sheets of straphpmore 1 ply 12”x15”
3 teaspoons of organic honey
1 masking tape 4.5” diameter .6” tall
1 plastic container 5” diameter 3.5” tall

1600h

Weather:
Maximum temperature 55 °F (at 12:54 pm)
Minimum temperature 26 °F (at 2:54 am)
Average temperature 43 °F
Wind direction North East (10-15mph)

1630h

Description:
The goal of this experiment was to see how ants interact with honey, and how
they interact with “structures” that contain honey. I picked the 19th as the weather
was tolerable and the ground was dry. 4 sheets of paper were laid out far from each
other taped on the floor. One sheet is left blank to see if ants are interested in the paper
insead of the honey. The second sheet of paper holds 1 teaspoon of honey. The third
sheet holds 1 teaspoon of honey and placed around it is the masking tape, that acts as
a boundary. The forth sheet holds 1 teaspoon of honey and placed over it is the plastic
container. Wind did alter and shift the container and moved debris on, or over the experiment. Ants only entered the boundless experiment sheet, however not as many ants
emerged compared to the last experiment.

Conclusion:
More time is needed to track ants interactions with honey, the food source also
might of had a big impact with the appearance of ants. Lastly the weather needs to be
suitable for visiting species. However I expected more ants to engage with the honey.
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1700h

1730h

1800h
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boundless

bounded

enclosed

Case Studies

How has Design aide the production of biodiversity ?
56
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Animal Wall - Gitta Gschwendtner

Noli plan including Canopy

Wall and Garden

Tree and wall relationship

The site of the artwork is a 50-meter long
wall running along side a private development in Cardiff Bay. The natural habitat in
Cardiff Bay has been greatly diminished
following its extensive development in
recent years. Approximately 1000 bird
and bat boxes have been integrated into
a specially designed cladding for the wall
to reintroduce wildlife back into the area.
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Exciting project that inserts itself in a housing block. The
Wall becomes an artificial tree, horizontally connecting
with greenery. What is controlled is form, however its function seems irrelevant as there lies no real incentive for animals to engage with the proposed shelter. It can not be a
habitat as it does not provide enough to be a habitat. Rather it poses as a hybrid a staggered form and a wall.
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Monarch Sanctuary - Terreform ONE

Vertical Garden

The project was proposed in NYC.The
building is intended to serve as an object
lesson in enhancing the urban environment with green technologies, including
plant life and other creatures, in designing for other species, and in conveying
images of new possibilities for the urban
environment. This project alone will not
save the Monarch but it will crucially
raise awareness about our much-loved
insect residents.
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Pre-fabricated pod acts as flower

A vertical garden in the vertical city. The facade becomes
a flower supply for the butterflies that grow there. The project is truly fascinating as it weaves a species on decline
and provides awareness about the species state: an interface for the urban fabric. It is important to note that the
project goal is not to save the butterflies ( as its scale is not
enough to do so), but to serve as an image and educate
through design.
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Central Seawall Project - James Corner

Figure of ground

Salmon path

Seattle’s Central Seawall Project replaced 3,700 linear feet of derelict seawall. The seawall is seamlessly integrated
with an unprecedented salmon migration corridor, an enhanced tidal marine
environment, and an updated pedestrian
promenade. The Central Seawall Project
is a massive urban infrastructure project
which addresses current issues of sea
level rise, ecology and aquatic habitat rehabilitation while in the center of a large
port city.
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Sectional diagrams

The Project rendered is very stunning. A path carved and
hidden for Salmon migration and the pedestrian walkway.
A constructed aquatic habitat. This is a representation of
a stitch through function: the salmon route and the promenade. It becomes clear that this project places function
before form ,so how will it accommodate change in function as time alters the ecosystem?
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The Lurie Garden at Millennium Park - Piet Oudolf

The Garden has been built up from
marshy shorelines, then later to rail yard,
to parking garage, and now a roof garden. Two plates make up the Garden.The
Dark Plate is shady, thick, and moist.
The Light Plate is a sunny, dry prairie.
The Plates showcase the perennial selections. The Plates are divided by the
water feature and boardwalk. The Hedge
on the garden’s perimeter encloses and
protects the inner garden. The garden attracts migrating organisms to partake in
the garden’s ecosystem.
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Site bordered by city and lake

Garden as enclosure

Attracted migrating wildlife

Garden and composition

The garden becomes an enclave nested within the city.
It is a place for pause and rest- not only for migrating animals-, but also city dwellers/ workers. As the garden is in
constant change, its function remains and serves its ecosystem.
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Review

Design that is intended to aide the existing ecology and
promote biodiversity understands that “design” can not
fix the larger problems that contemporary society has
created. Rather design becomes an image, a place, an
enclosure that aims to raise awareness about affected
habitat even if the functional aspect of the design fails.
The designs hopes to perform functionally however as
time alters, or if function is not performing as intended,
the project becomes ruin, unable to form a stitch.
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Projections

Image experiments, how can architectural image
raise questions about habitat?
68
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Architecture oasis, decay and growth...
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Floating object, stitched by the gravity of tide...
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Ecology and membrane ...
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Grids and layers of landscape ...
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Site Studies

Where are sites of biodiversity?
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Biodiversity Hotspots

Map indicating areas of biodiveristy hotspots

A biodiversity hotspot is a biogeographic region with significant levels of biodiversity that is threatened by human
habitation or influence.
Most organisms in a biodiversity hotspot are endemic,
meaning they are not found anywhere else on Earth. Yet
biodiversity hotspots are, by definition, in a conservation
crisis.
To be classified as a biodiversity hotspot, a region must
have lost at least 70 % of its original natural vegetation,
usually due to human activity.
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2.3%

Biodiversity hotspots make up about 2.3
percent of Earth’s land surface.
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44%

Biodiversity hotspots make up about 44
percent of the world’s plants

35%

Biodiversity hotspots make up 35 percent of
land vertebrates live in these regions.

Case for Islands

Australian Fires Due to the effects of climate change.

Chrismas Island’s Crazy Ants, an invasive speices brought by
humans, harming the Islands ecosytem.

Islands are known to house a variety of endemic species
and usually flourish in biodiversity, however after humans
expansion into these territories, these site have become
exploited for their abundance of resources and are in
need of supervision. Today most Islands are biodiversity
hotspots.
“Endemic is a feature of many islands. From a global biodiversity perspective islands are therefore considered as
biodiversity ‘hot spots’”- (Biodiversity Information system
of Europe).
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Gunkanjima In Nagasaki, Japan, an abandoned site used for
coal mining from 1887 to 1974.
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Slash and burn agriculture habits dated back 2000 years,
destroying wildlife population in Madagascar still in use today.

Christmas Island

Geographic Location

Christmas island

Christmas Island is an Australian territory, Occupied from
Singapore in 1958, in the Indian Ocean. Today a national
park covers most of the island, and has become a tourist
destination. Due - to the COVID 19 pandemic- lies a detention center transformed into a quarantine site. Native
wildlife includes nesting seabirds and the red crab, a land
species known for its late-fall migration to the sea and is
labeled as a biodiversity hotspot.
The Island is interesting as it presents itself as an organism, that has been infected by humans - depleting it from
its phosphorous rich soil, and introducing the Crazy ants
via expedition- to its current state as a tourist destination/
detention center / isolated particle.
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Crabs Migrating
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Detention center located on the NW of Island.

16
43

Climate and History

17
14

Captain Daniel Beeckman of the Eagle passed the island on
5 April 1714, chronicled in his 1718 book, A Voyage to and
from the Island of Borneo, in the East-Indies.

During the 1872–1876 Challenger expedition to Indonesia, naturalist John
Murray carried out extensive surveys. In 1886, Captain John Maclear of HMS
Flying Fish, having discovered an anchorage in a bay that he named “Flying Fish
Cove”, landed a party and made a small collection of the flora and fauna. Among
the rocks then obtained and submitted to Murray for examination were many of
nearly pure phosphate of lime.

18
57
18
99
Climate is a tropical monsoon climate and temperatures
vary little throughout the year. The highest temperature is
usually around 29 °C (84 °F) in March and April, while the
lowest temperature is 23 °C (73 °F) and occurs in August.
There is a dry season from July to October with only occasional showers. The wet season is between November and
June, and includes monsoons, with downpours of rain at
random times of the day. Tropical cyclones also occur in
the wet season, bringing very strong winds and rain.
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1st time island has been seen. The first European to sight the
island was Richard Rowe of the Thomas in 1615. An English
East India Company vessel, named the island when he sailed
past it on Christmas Day, in 1643.

Phosphate mining began in 1899 using indentured workers
from Singapore, Malaya, and China.

19
41
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Japanese attacks during WW2 for mining. Christmas Island was a target for Japanese occupation because of its rich phosphate deposits. The first attack was carried out by Japanese
submarine I-59. Most of the European and Asian staff and their families were evacuated to
Perth. Isolated acts of sabotage and the torpedoing of the Nissei Maru at the wharf on 17 November 1942 meant that only small amounts of phosphate were exported to Japan during the
occupation.

At Australia’s request, the United Kingdom transferred
Christmas Island’s sovereignty from Singapore to Australia,
with a $20 million payment from the Australian government
to Singapore government as compensation for the loss of
earnings from phosphate revenue.

Population boom of invasive crazy ants and introduction of
the detention center for refugees. Boats carrying asylum
seekers, mainly departing from Indonesia, began landing on
the island.

20
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COVID 19 Pandemic makes detention center into quarantine
territory after its reopening on 2019.

Detention Center

The center was constructed on a 40 ha (99-acre) site, formerly a phosphate mining lease, at the north-western end
of Christmas Island, next to the Christmas Island National
Park. It was completed in 2008.It consists of eight accommodation units, education and recreation building, tennis
courts and central sports area. Central facilities include induction/visiting area, main reception, administration center, conference center, kitchen, laundry and stores, medical center and utilities building. External facilities include
warehouse and visitor processing building.
The site border becomes an area of interest, as the designer has no agency with the politics within the bounding
box, however the permeable membrane can be altered for
attracting biodiversity.
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Species of Christmas Island identified as significant
Christmas Island’s native fauna is
notable for the high proportion of
species and subspecies which are
either endemic or have their only
Australian occurrence on the island.
Christmas Island’s fauna is dominated by large numbers of resident
seabirds and a diverse range of land
crabs, most notably red crabs.
Christmas Island spleenwort

Seabirds birds are adapted to life within the marine environment. While seabirds vary greatly in lifestyle, behavior and
physiology, they often exhibit striking convergent evolution,
as the same environmental problems and feeding niches
have resulted in similar adaptations.
Seabirds and humans have a long history together: they
have provided food to hunters, guided fishermen to fishing
stocks and led sailors to land.

The plateau forest’s understorey consists of a small number
of species, predominantly fern.
The threatened Christmas Island spleenwort Christmas
Island spleenwort is endemic
to Christmas Island and was
originally known from a single
location.

Reptiles, found
near rocks and
rough shore line,
or are found near
vines shay areas
and burrows

Golden bosun

Christmas Island flying-fox
Fern

Christmas Island blind snake

swiftlet
hawk-owl

mangroves

Christmas Island frigatebird
blue-tailed skink

imperial pigeon

white-eye

forest skink

emerald dove

thrush

Christmas Island Shrew
blue crab

red crab

giant gecko
coastal skink

robber crab
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Abbott’s booby

Farallon Island

Farallon Island is managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. It is located nearly 30 miles off the coast of San
Francisco. The Island host globally significant wildlife populations, including hundreds of thousands of seabirds and
thousands of seals and sea lions. They are also a place
of science where biologists study this complex ecosystem
every day of the year, looking at the data to find ways to
guide conservation and restoration of the islands in the
face of climate change and other threats. The Island is not
open for public due to its sensitive population as it is a
breeding ground.
Here lies a fascinating ecosystem, where the Island is the
architecture- it calls forward and stitches an ecosystem.
Initially harmed by humans through dumping, is now forbidden from human society to preserve and study climate’s
impact on the biodiversity hotspot. The island is a site for
experiment, charting the data from the force of humans (
i.e. Pollution, climate change, hunting, etc) and the resulting product (less or more animals, seasonal appearances,
behavioral changes, etc.)
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Geographic Location

Nuclear dumping near the site
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Farralon Island

Existing biodiversity

15
79

Climate and History

During the Maritime Fur Trade era, the islands were exploited by seal hunters, first from New England and later from
Russia. The Russians maintained a sealing station in the Farallones from 1812 to 1840, killing 1,200 to 1,500 fur seals
annually.

18
12
18
53

Climate is a warm-summer Mediterranean climate characteristic of California’s coast, with moist mild winters and
dry summers. The highest temperature is usually around
18.3 °C (65 °F) in june and july, while the lowest temperature is 10 °C (50 °F) and occurs in December. The Islands
weather is strongly influenced by the cool currents of the
Pacific Ocean on the west side of the city, and the water
of San Francisco Bay. This moderates temperature swings
and produces a remarkably mild year-round climate with
little seasonal temperature variation.
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The islands were long known by the name Islands of the Dead to the Native Americans who lived in the Bay Area, The first European to create a record of the islands
that has survived was the English privateer and explorer Sir Francis Drake, on July
24, 1579.

A lighthouse was constructed on South East Farralon Island. As the city grew,
the seabird colonies came under severe threat as eggs were collected in the
millions for San Francisco markets.

18
63

Trading was the source of conflict between the egg-collecting companies and the lighthouse
keepers. This conflict turned violent in a confrontation between rival companies in 1863. The
clash between two rival companies, known as the Egg War, left two men dead and marked the
end of private companies on the islands.

19
46

19
69
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From 1946 to 1970, the sea around the Farallones was used
as a nuclear dumping site for radioactive waste under the authority of the Atomic Energy Commission at a site known as
the Farallon Island Nuclear Waste Dump.

The collecting of eggs along with the threat of oil spills from
San Francisco’s shipping lanes, prompted President Theodore Roosevelt to sign Executive Order in 1909, creating the
Farallon Reservation to protect the islands. This was expanded to the other islands in 1969 when it became a national
wildlife refuge.

Mapping

Seabirds and mammals take advantage of the remote
rocky islands off the coast of California. Farallon National
Wildlife Refuge supports the largest seabird nesting colony in the contiguous United States. The Island also ca
spot sightings of various large whales and pinniped species. The island specialized vegetation consists of Various
oat genes, grass and berries. The island is made of granite,
outcroppings of the Salinian Block, a vast geologic province of continental crust sharing its origins with the core of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
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Image arrays

Images of Reference
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Interface

Life of Pi

Ender’s Game

Shape of Water

Her

Arrival

Zoo a place for interaction (forced)

Jones and Jones Immersive zoo, where
there is one habitat rather than multiple.

Curiosity, hesitation, perception perceived,
Pablo Picasso Night Fishing at Antibes.

Surface forming a common boundary of
two bodies, spaces, or phases, an oil, water
interface.

Interstellar

Representations of Communications between interrelated species in
cinema and literature.
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Enclaves

1570 map of Galapagos Island: an archipelago and potential of a built environment
isolated from humans.

Panopticon: the experiment and prison. Attitude of a centralized power that is diminished as the perimeter becomes the eyes
and security for all that is inside.

The Crystal Palace: Mankind’s triumph over
nature, holder of the great exhibition a museum of all bounded by architecture.

masoala halle, a tropical zoo habitat

Exodus, or the voluntary prisoners of architecture: restricted enclave surrounded by a
forbidding wall, a prison yet paradise.

Noah’s Ark, the vessel which God spares
Noah, his family, and examples of all the
world’s animals from a world-engulfing
flood.
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Country side, the Future- transforming the
physical world, a translation of time as humans start to control all aspects of the tomato plant.

Stop city, Dogma: “Stop City is proposed
as the absolute limit, and thus, as the very
form of the city.”

Stitch

A Quilt

Ronda del Litoral, An infrastructure stitched
with an urban fabric.

Stitch between nature and architecture,
Falling water, Frank Loyd Wright.

Rosetta stone, a scripture that allows us to
understand lost traces of transcript stitching time together.

Spanish steps, a landscape that connects
variant heights.

Jenny Sabin Studio’s “Lumen,” winner of
the Museum of Modern Art’s designed to
capture and display the ever-changing color
of sunlight over the course of the day.
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Urban proposal meant to stitch wildlife back
into the city becoming an interface for species.

Elements of architecture, a catalog of items
that make up a building

Membrane

Cell Membrane

Sweat, water cover body to cool and cleanse
pores.

Thick facade that entangles various species, an imitation of habitat at a micro level.

Chick hatching, a membrane altering a
structure.

Shedding membrane, layered growth.

Green Negligee project addresses the environmental and social problems of a Soviet
Era. It imagines spatial and systemic transformation that prioritizes local quality of
Life and provides an alternative to the prevailing culture of consumption.
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Arata Isozaki and Anish Kapoor as a travelling concert hall, the air-filled membrane
could be transported to a venue, inflated,
then deflated and folded, ready to travel to
the next location.

This “living roof” is covered with plants
planted in specially conceived biodegradable coconut-fibre containers. The roof
is flat at its perimeter and, like a natural
landscape. California Academy of Sciences
-Renzo Piano

Surface and Material

Green roofs, one with terrain, material as
growth.

Crabs migrating, a surfce in motion.

A cross section, with detailed information
about plant geography. The illustration was
published in The Geography of Plants.

Ocean trash, material as decomposition.

End of the Anthropocene - Ted Krueger,essay suggests that terraformers are microorganisms.

Schouwburgplein, West 8 , a thick multi layered surface, serving technical issues in the
city, but poses as a mutable as it provides
for the city progmatically
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Stourhead, and the Picturesque,, an image
as surface or material.

Material as form or material as text as a generator for symbol and awareness.

Maps

Zaha Hadiids painting to uncover a new representation of the metropolis.

Investigation in which landscape representation reflects a given reality but also constitutes a way of seeing and acting in the
world- James Corner

A cross section, with detailed information
about plant geography. The illustration was
published in The Geography of Plants.

Diagram proposed by Ebenezer Howard to
re-imagine a better living environment due
to capitalism.

“Action drawing” aims to uncover the intricate universe of architectural ideas, Perry
Kulper.

Ganges Water Machine: Designing New India’s Ancient River, depicting the temporal
nature of tide in rivers.
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A satellite that records the city as seen by
a flock of pigeons depicts a different representation of sheared environments. Perspective of different species.

Animal tracing as a form generator.
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